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What could be more exciting than knowing exactly what your customers would like to
buy?
Behavioral emails use predictions based upon analyzing the content a user
consumed; That is the closest the above mentioned dream scenario can get.
Behavioral targeting approaches the reader at that exact critical time, which can then
lead to increased engagement, developed brand reliability and improvedemail
marketing ROI thereby.
The Predictive Intelligence Benchmark Report states that the average lift in
conversion rate for sessions influenced by predictive intelligence is
22.66%.That’s plenty – so let’s not delay understanding behavioral emails…

WHAT ARE BEHAVIORAL EMAILS?
Behavioral emails as the name suggests are emails that are a response to the
reader’s actions, sensing the slightest of it. Behavioral emails base their
functionality on codes that go along collecting your recipient’s browsing behavior in
its entirety, and thereby send emails in sync with their needs and interests. In other
words, it uses observations to provide a better matching marketing solution for
each individual.

Behavioral emails use observations to provide a better
matching marketing solution for each individual.
Behavioral emails are generally utilized for the purpose of retargeting but are not
limited to it. The simplest example of a behavioral email could be re-targeting
people who did not open the email.
Here’s how getvero describes them as the sweet spot:

A SNEAK PEEK INTO THE BEHAVIORAL EMAIL FAMILY
The types of behavior emails extend to welcome emails, cart abandonment emails,
product review requests, re-order emails, password renewals, free trial emails, crossselling emails, re-engagement emails, anniversary renewals, etc. These emails
are automatically triggered on actions such as a button click, a page scroll, an
article read or a video watched; and are hence called the next level of transactional
and triggered emails.
HOW ARE THEY DIFFERENT FROM TRANSACTIONAL EMAILS OR EVEN TRIGGERED EMAILS?

The concept of triggered emails bases itself on various cues, prompts, requests, etc.
triggered originally by the reader – behavioral emails do not necessarily require a
purchase and only browsing for the product may suffice! Also, behavioral emails
bring together the essence of triggered emails and transactional emails adding all the
additional data collected as well, making it more personalized – taking it one step
beyond!
HOW DO BEHAVIORAL EMAILS WORK?

To be able to send behavioral emails primarily requires loads and loads of user
behavior data. Commence with tracking user behavior aided by a web tracking
code. Briefly, a web tracking code captures the user behavior based on an
established set of rules that go something like – ‘If the prospect meets a certain pre-

defined criteria – take a special pre-defined action’ automatically routing the user to
Program X, Y or any of the many, based on the user’s behavior.
Data gathering can be facilitated by free tools like Google Analytics to start with;
however moving towards tracking individual user behavior would require resorting to
advanced tools like MixPanel, KISSmetrics, etc. that give access to data triggered
platforms and help you send emails based on those data sets as well.

Behavioral emails require much user behavior data. Start
tracking user behavior using a tracking code.
Now that the basics are explained, Let’s email as a response to the user’s
behavior!
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GETTING BEHAVIORAL EMAILS RIGHT:
1. Make sure the email has something to deliver – and has something else to
offer that is relevant!
2. Set expectations of more emails that will bear more value – to form the habit!
3. Browsing history is a real sales tool – use it to be as relevant as you can!
4. Reward people for their wanted behavior (constant engagement in this case)
through offers, deals, etc.

5. Reinforces the value of the product you are delivering with a convincing email
copy to go with it.
6. Send behavioral email messages at key points in the subscriber lifecycle –
this never goes wrong!
7. Cart abandonment emails if used well – can increase the ROI manifold.
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